Gender marking: Highlighting women, highlighting stereotypes

Gender marking has clear benefits. In order to spotlight the breakers of glass ceilings and those following in their footsteps, we must mention their gender. If we discuss the CEO of YouTube, for instance, or the 2020 Nobel Laureate in Physics, and don’t mention they are women (Susan Wojcicki and Andrea Ghez, respectively), we’d be missing an opportunity to change people’s perceptions of who belongs and who can be successful in these professions [1].

However, gender marking through language looks less appealing when we consider its implementation. How do we signal that we are talking about a woman, for instance? We could use gendered occupation words, such as saying ‘businesswoman’ or ‘businessman,’ depending on gender. One issue is that there are far more businessmen than businesswomen, so people would hear ‘businessman’ far more often than ‘businesswoman.’ Such gendered language would therefore reflect the skewed gender composition of most high-status professions rather than help undo it. There is also reason to believe that gendered occupation words reinforce gender stereotypes: On the interlanguage level, languages that use more gendered occupation words (e.g., seamstress vs. tailor) have speakers with less egalitarian gender beliefs [2]. Although the causal connection is unclear, it’s possible that marking occupations by gender perpetuates gender stereotypes by making male and female professionals seem fundamentally different.

Another approach to gender marking is to mark gender only when it is atypical. If anyone suggested saying ‘female politician’ or ‘lady scientist,’ I think many would say No, thank you. This is because we intuitively understand that using a different word for women in male-dominated fields suggests that these women are aberrations—exceptions that prove the rule. The truth is that people already mark gender-atypical individuals and behaviors in this way. An extreme example is coining slang words for people in gender-atypical occupations, such as ‘SheEO’ for a female CEO and ‘manny’ for a male nanny, despite the original occupation words not being definitionally gendered. Another common example is the use of gender marking in sports; we watch ‘basketball’ if the players are men but ‘women’s basketball’ if they are women [3].

People also engage in subtler gender marking, for instance using professionals’ names differently depending on these professionals’ gender. Specifically, in many professional fields, it is common to refer to others using their surname when talking about them or their work; for example, in sports, ‘Federer and Nadal are top tennis players’; in science, ‘Darwin’s theory of evolution’; in politics, ‘Obama’s health plan’; in literature, ‘Dickens was a prolific author.’ Using this surname-only reference does not specify the professional’s gender, whereas including a first name often implies the gender. Research shows that people are less likely to use a surname-only reference when talking about female professionals than male professionals, instead using forms of reference that are more likely to reveal gender: full name or first name [4]. It may seem cost-free that people are more likely to say ‘Pence’ than ‘Harris,’ but research suggests that using a surname-only reference increases perceptions of the professional’s fame, eminence, and even deservingness of

Emerging research points to the power of language to shape how we think of gender in the professional domain. However, there is tension between two opposing strategies for communicating gender: gender marking and gender neutrality. Each strategy has the potential to combat gender bias, but also to reinforce it.

Gender is perhaps the demographic identity most often and easily communicated through language. When it comes to speaking about professionals, emerging research suggests that even subtle linguistic differences in word choice or phrasing can reduce or exacerbate gender bias. However, the practical takeaways are less clear. Specifically, there is tension in the literature between two types of linguistic practices: gender marking, which emphasizes an individual’s gender, and gender neutrality, which de-emphasizes it. Though both strategies have drawbacks, both have strengths as well. By understanding their costs and benefits, individuals can tailor their language to their situation-specific goals.

Importantly, I draw here largely on research that assumes binary gender. We are only beginning to learn how language interacts with nonbinary conceptualizations of gender (see Box 1).
Box 1. Language and nonbinary gender

Language influences not only perceptions of professionals of different genders, but also perceptions of gender as a concept. Having just two basic gender categories – man/woman or male/female – dichotomizes gender, which is becoming increasingly relevant as more people recognize that not everyone fits into neat, distinct, gender boxes. Though little research has examined how language interacts with nonbinary conceptualizations of gender, we can speculate that gender marking and gender neutrality would pose problems. Gender marking, at least as currently used, requires choosing a specific gender category (e.g., businessman or businesswoman). But for some, neither is a good fit. Gender marking also often requires judging gender based on indirect cues such as appearance, potentially leading to misgendering. The gender-neutral businessperson is technically inclusive, but the same male-default thinking that makes women disappear in gender-neutral language likely makes nonbinary people disappear, too. Even writing about gender in a nonbinary way is difficult using existing linguistic tools. Depending on the audience, ‘woman’ can mean ‘person who identifies as a woman,’ ‘person whom society largely recognizes as a woman,’ or even ‘person whose sex is female.’ We need better language to capture the nuances of gender identity.

awards – judgments that people already underattribute to women.

Gender marking, then, should not be used thoughtlessly. Though it can draw attention to professionals whose gender is under-represented, it can also have ironic consequences, prompting stereotypical thinking and bolstering the perception of women as exotic exceptions to the male rule.

Gender neutrality: Downplaying gender, downplaying women

Instead of making gender salient in the professional sphere, a different linguistic strategy is to minimize the importance of gender through gender neutrality. Gender neutrality of the nonlinguistic variety has permeated verbs and adjectives that are, though technically gender-neutral, likely conjures up an image of a man; likewise, ‘nurse’ (also technically gender-neutral) conjures up an image of a woman. Using so-called gender-neutral occupation words affects not only our resulting mental image, but also whether we think we fit that image or not; when girls hear ‘let’s be scientists,’ they are less interested in engaging in a science activity than when they hear ‘let’s do science’ [7], presumably because ‘scientist’ is a male-stereotyped occupation word that makes girls think the activity is not for them. Gender also permeates verbs and adjectives that are, strictly speaking, gender-neutral [8–10]. Using new text analysis techniques, linguists find that certain ability adjectives, such as ‘genius’ and ‘brilliant,’ are associatively closer to ‘he’ than to ‘she,’ with the reverse being true for the occupation word ‘homemaker’ [8].

Another issue for gender-neutral language is the ‘masculine default.’ Even in the absence of relevant stereotypes, as in the sentence, ‘A person was walking down the street,’ people tend to assume a man by default [11]. Indeed, according to English dictionaries, ‘he’ can be used in a generic sense or when gender is unspecified. Yet, mountains of evidence demonstrate that a sentence such as,

‘An engineer must plan before he acts,’ strongly brings to mind a male engineer and interferes with the mental accessibility of female engineers (see summary of research in [12]). Replacing ‘he’ with the gender-neutral ‘they’ is only slightly effective for increasing the mental accessibility of female professionals because male is the default anyway. The biggest gains come from explicitly mentioning women, as in ‘he or she’ or ‘congressman or congresswoman’ (e.g., [13]). This slight tweak not only makes women professionals more cognitively accessible, but also makes kids less male-biased in who they think could succeed in male-dominated fields, and even leads girls to express more interest in these fields [13]. A well-intentioned wish to de-emphasize gender via gender-neutral language can result in language that conceals women’s representation and achievements.

So, what do we do?

Using gendered language such as ‘girlboss’ and ‘guyliner’ risks reinforcing the myth that women and men are wildly different creatures, suited to different jobs. It can exacerbate the stereotypical thinking that comes so naturally to us, leading people to overestimate the real differences between genders [14, 15].

But wholesale gender neutrality in language is no panacea. Gender neutrality can make women invisible, especially in male-dominated fields, and leave people’s stereotypes intact.

Though gender is the demographic most readily communicated via language, the same tension exists for other identities as well. For instance, the Western default is not only male, but White, making race-neutral language problematic – but highlighting the race of individuals from under-represented identities risks stereotyping them. There may also be interactions between gender and race, with gendered language affecting women of different races differently.
We might be tempted to throw up our hands and give up the endeavor of using language to express and promote our beliefs. That would be a mistake. Language remains one tool in our toolbox for social change, and, unlike some of our other tools, it’s one that we can all use. The key to using this tool effectively is to tailor our language to the context, taking into account our situation-specific goals. It’s important to remember that gender marking allows us to spotlight the impressive achievements of women in male- and female-dominated fields and that gender neutrality helps us signal, ‘I don’t think gender matters here,’ as well as, ‘This occupation isn’t only for people of one gender.’ Language is nuanced, and our linguistic choices should be as well.
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